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Introduction 
 
Life sciences and biotechnology are undergoing a fast evolution that will have important and 
innovative effects on our society, not only for their applications in genetic modification of 
organisms, but also for medicine, chemistry, environmental protection. Such sciences are widely 
recognized to be the foundation of the knowledge-based economy (Commission Of The 
European Communities, 2002). 
 
Secondary schools have the task of transferring high quality education to young students, and are 
called to face what is happening in the field of life sciences. Unfortunately, conceptual 
complexity of these themes - also for their ethical and social implications - and teachers’ lack of 
knowledge on innovative issues, together with the inadequacy of school laboratories, do not 
stimulate the approach to them. Consequently, the didactic activity is often lacking the necessary 
practical component that can render life sciences one of the most stimulating matters that young 
people can encounter in their studies. 
 
From this scenario, it is clear that there is a need to provide teachers with a permanent learning on 
life sciences, to keep their didactic activity up-to-date. That is why the “Bio e-Learning” project 
was started and a new didactic model was designed. New didactic processes could spur teachers 
to choose instruments, means, methods and concepts that can contribute effectively to the 
instruction of students.  
 
The project has been developed by Marino Golinelli Foundation (MGF), an Italian non-profit 
organization which promotes activities for schools in the field of life sciences and biotechnology 
and financed by the Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR). MGF was created in 2000, taking 
inspiration from the Dolan DNA Learning Center in Cold Spring Harbor (USA) started by the 
Nobel Prize winner J.D. Watson and with the mission to give them a chance to live a hands-on 
lab experience with the support and supervision of specialized tutors, and by means of technically 
advanced lab instruments 
 
The following consortia are also involved: 
- the Life Learning Center (LLC) Network, a group of centres born to promote molecular 

biology, genetics, biotechnology, and constituted by laboratories located in Torino, Trieste, 
Bologna, Napoli and Bari; 

- the CINECA Interuniversity Consortium for Automatic Computing, as technological partner, 
managing the e-learning system and the infrastructural aspects of the project. 



 

 
Objectives 
 
The goal of the project is to develop a new educational prototype through a blended learning 
system to support teachers’ life long learning and to stimulate students’ interest in life sciences.  
This can be achieved by bringing exciting and advanced lab experiments inside the school. 
The objective of the paper is to show how e-learning, and in particular streaming technology, can 
be used to: 
a) broaden the theoretical knowledge on life sciences through seminars held by experts 
b) inform on the most advanced and up to date accomplishments in the field 
c) actively participate to lab experiments at the highest levels through video streaming and 
simulations  
d) create a network of people who interact and develop continuously better educational strategies 
and models 
e) make life sciences more attractive and understandable through interactivity. 
 
Methodology used 
 
The first step to achieve the above goals, has been to create a virtual community and a web portal 
(http://www.bioelearning.it). Here, learning material and information can be exchanged between 
teachers and can constantly be updated with newest research results or best practice experiences. 
Moreover, courses, streaming videos of lectures and of laboratory sessions are always available 
from the portal to guarantee teachers an easier access to life long learning and therefore improve 
the level of information that is afterwards conveyed to students. 
 
The ambition of the project is to provide high quality life long learning to secondary school 
teachers to pursue a higher quality of science teaching in schools and a wider dissemination and 
familiarization of science in schools in general. 
 
When studying life sciences, an essential and catchy component  is the lab experience which 
unfortunately is not always possible in secondary schools or at least not at the desirable level. 
Technology and video streaming become therefore extremely useful as they help recreate some 
laboratory experiments that could otherwise not be performed in a typical school lab. This is very 
important as the practical and visual impact is very powerful on the learner. 
 
The portal aims at becoming the share point for high level lab experiences and high quality 
didactic materials in general. A group of experts selects the learning topics and the learning 
materials to make available on the portal. On the selected challenging topics University 
Professors hold seminars that are streamed on the Internet. Such videos are supposed to ignite the 
updating process for school teachers. The tools on the portal enable subject matter experts to 
insert and upload the course material. The tools have been created ad hoc to be easily used by 
anyone also without specific computer knowledge. The educational model employed in this 
project is based on a blended learning system where work is done both in the traditional 
classroom and in e-learning. The group of experts is supposed to experiment and improve the 
educational model continuously. 
 
We can divide the blended learning system into three different blocks according to time, presence 



 

and learning path issues: 
 
1) Learning requires a mutual physical presence of both teacher and learner. Learners acquire 

sequentially what is being presented by the lecturer. This is the most traditional method where 
there is a physical interaction between teachers and students, like for example a lesson in 
classroom or lab work. 

2) Learning occurs at any time of day or night and from any place. The learner interacts with a 
computer and with the digital material (on-demand streaming videos, hypertext, virtual labs, 
etc…) and chooses the learning path that best suits them, usually not sequential. Learning 
material is shared and offered on the web to be viewed through the internet without time and 
space constraints. This is achieved by means of the e-learning techniques. 

3) The third way, live video streaming, is a mixture of the previous two. It requires the learner to 
watch the video at a specific time but from anywhere. The interaction is via the computer but 
the content is presented in a traditional sequential way and mutual, although remote, presence is 
required and obviously technology is necessary. On the other hand, recordings of the videos 
(on-demand streaming videos) can be available from the web and available at any time. As a 
matter of fact streaming techniques can be used for multiple learning approaches. 

 
Technology 
 
Prior to the organization of the seminars, CINECA has carried out a survey on the technological 
equipment of the participants involved in the project. Those of them who wanted to attend the 
seminars from their remote regions, did not want to miss the opportunity to actively interact by 
posing questions to the speakers or viewing their presentation slides. 
The interaction could take place by means of a web interface where the live streaming video was 
associated to a chat and to the file containing the presentation slides. This solution has proven to 
be very effective for the purpose.  
Each seminar was streamed live over the Internet to all project participants but the recording of it 
has later been made available on-demand.  
CINECA has taken care of the setup for the live broadcast, the post production of the videos and 
has provided the possibility to view them on demand from the web portal.  
Videos are available from the restricted zone of the web portal at two speeds 200K e 56K in the 
Window Media format. The choice of the delivery speed was decided after the survey on the 
bandwidth availability among remote participants. 
Multimedia CD-ROMs have also been created for off-line use. 
The web interface for the live streaming video of seminars live has been designed with the 
following features: 
- a form to send questions to the speakers so that answers could be given in real time and remote 

participants could have presence-like interaction 
- an interface to browse the slides presented by the speakers 
- links to download the presentations in Acrobat PDF format 
- a web application to view 3D representations of molecules using the MDL Chime plug-in 

(Figure 1). On-line participants have thus been given the opportunity to rotate molecules in a 
3D space, modify the colours of the different cells, view the structure and play virtually with it. 

 
The web interface for the on-demand streaming videos has been built to support the automatic 
synchronization between slides and video as an extra feature. 



 

The availability of the recordings for the entire duration of the project is a continuous point of 
inspiration for teachers who need to think, design and build new learning didactic modules. 
The streaming videos are in the restricted zone of the portal where only authorized people can 
enter by typing a username and a password created by CINECA.  
All project participants are registered on the e-learning platform ATUTOR. ATUTOR is the open 
source Learning Management System chosen and customized by CINECA to satisfy the project 
requirements at best. ATUTOR manages all the activities, materials, streaming videos, 
collaborative work areas, laboratory virtual sessions and e-learning courses delivered to 
secondary schools teachers and students. ATUTOR is based on a MySQL database that relates 
enrolled users, functions and materials according to their permissions. 
 
Results 
 
The project has started in October 2004, as a result of the analysis made by the technical and 
scientific committee who has considered the various structural, infrastructural and cultural 
aspects that would be faced during the project: software issues, instruments to share, hardware 
equipments of the LLC centres, the degree of ICT knowledge of teachers, etc. The first phases of 
the project have been dedicated to decide the experimental and an infrastructural setup and to 
instruct the involved staff. Technical tutors have been appointed advisors on computer-related 
problems; university teachers and the expert teachers have been designated to coordinate school 
teachers’ production of didactic modules; secondary school teachers have been assigned the role 
of targets of the current experimental phase. 
At the time of the present paper, the project is at under experimentation regime and actively 
involves 75 expert teachers coordinated by five LLC centres. 
The referring web site represents the entry point to the restricted zone of the e-learning platform, 
accessible under authentication. From here it is possible to access a collaborative workspace 
where teachers interact through a forum, and an area of documents sharing. An agenda is also 
provided with the dates of and links to the streaming videos of the educational seminars held by 
the university Professors in charge of the coordination of the didactic modules. A mailing list 
system informs the involved subjects of work timings , phases and progress. 
The educational seminars - ten in total in the period 02-04/2005 - have been intended as a 
fundamental instructional step for the expert teachers. Together with the instructive classroom 
phase, the seminars have been delivered through liveand on-demand streaming and through the 
production of CD-ROMs. The streaming procedure has taken advantage of the infrastructure 
provided by CINECA, made of remote cameras, direction, encoding stations and streaming 
servers for the delivery to the web. After the seminars, 1,300 CD-ROMs have been distributed to 
the school teachers, containing the recordings of the seminars and the didactic materials (images, 
animations, presentations, Figure 2). 
At the present time the teachers belonging to the various centres have produced the 
documentation for the 16 didactic modules assigned to them, for a total number of more than 500 
single pages containing texts and multimedia (images, animations, movies), assisted by scientific 
and technical tutors. The experimentation has focused mainly on the didactic module relative to 
the first seminar on Cholesterol. This has become the first methodological model for the further 
modules. Currently, the experimentation involves eight different didactic modules, whose 
production proceeds in parallel. 
The produced documentation has been supplied mainly according to the technical specs supplied 
by the technological partner. The definition of the requirements and the recommendations for the 



 

production of the didactic materials has inspired the publication and diffusion of guidelines 
designed to trace a homogenous and distributed model and a working method common to all 
centres. 
A further aspect involving the streaming technology is the sub-project of the virtual laboratories. 
Besides the didactic modules - characterized by a sequential structure of themes and treatises - 
some areas with a high hypermedial impact and the possibility to investigate on the relative 
learning results, are still under development. 
Such virtual laboratories can contain hypermedial objects that introduce the visitor to both virtual 
interactive animations and streaming videos of real-world experiments. The on demand streaming 
videos illustrate some experiments (i.e. the analysis of food cholesterol, the protein gene cloning, 
the DNA analysis of animal species, etc.) in sequential steps, according to a laboratory protocol 
written by a researcher. The animations, on the other hand, follow a very detailed storyboard 
which allows the user to perform the experiment themselves in a virtual photorealistic 
atmosphere. This virtual environment is supposed to have a low degree of a priori assistance, in 
order to grant users the freedom to make mistakes that could prejudice the result of the whole 
experiment. Besides the animations and the streaming videos, a gallery of laboratory instruments, 
with images and definitions, and a technical-scientific glossary are given. 
The current experimentation is focused on the production and optimization of the first virtual 
laboratory relative to the didactic module on Cholesterol and comprises the analysis of the 
amount of cholesterol contained in some specific food measured through spectrophotometry. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Currently, the analysis of the progress is deducible from the simple quantification of the 
produced didactic materials, from the number of actively involved teachers and, on the whole, 
from the progress of the project with respect to the time schedule. 
It is possible to say that the dimensions of the didactic material - including texts, static images, 
animations, streaming videos - are considerably wide and result from a big effort of all the 
subjects involved in the experimentation. In some cases, i.e. for the static iconography, some 
professional designers have been involved, obtaining images with a high scientific and 
descriptive impact. For the animations of the virtual laboratories some graphic experts have been 
contacted, in order to reach an impressive photorealistic effect (Figure 3). 
The participation of the involved staff - coordinators, expert teachers, school teachers and 
technicians - is wide and optimistic, as a sign of interest in the project, but also of a sensible 
consciousness instilled by the seminars and the meetings. 
As a matter of fact, the assignment of creative tasks to teachers has been surely an original and 
stimulating experience, both for the personal professional growth, and for the perspective of 
transmitting enriched knowledge to colleagues and to students. Being the latter the intended final 
recipients of the experimentation. 
In this phase - still far from the end of the experimentation - it is not equally prudent to draw 
quantitative conclusions on the effective educational results, like the instruction of the teachers, 
the scientific quality of the contents and the effectiveness of the didactic method. On the other 
side, it would be untrue to say that the activity carried out by the teachers is not professionally 
effective and that therefore this approach to the new Biology is barely - or not - effective. 
Consequently, we feel ourselves in the position to emphasize the positive aspects - didactic, 
instructional and informative - of this experimental method as here presented. 
 



 

Some problems still need to be fixed, some other have been solved along the way thanks to a 
flexible adaptation of the project. In particular, the inhomogeneous degree of ICT knowledge has 
been buffered with the involvement of the local technicians able to provide a fundamental 
tutoring to those teacher who had no clue whatsoever . 
The mission of the project determines the constitution of a didactic practice able to encourage the 
understanding of the new Biology and the consciousness of its importance among the students of 
several levels and types of schools. Moreover, it aims at increasing the number of teachers able to 
effectively deal with the new Biology in their classrooms. This goal requires the tuning of a 
model of learning paths for teachers and students, which should be renewable, sharable and 
scalable. The model should also be based on distance learning, practical and simulate laboratory 
experiences and on a continuous information. 
Therefore, we have begun to successfully experiment a learning prototype for teachers of 
secondary schools. The prototype is still in the phase where expert teachers are producing the 
materials which will enable them to transmit the knowledge to colleagues and then to students.  
For this purpose the didactic material needs to be examined by science and communication 
experts. This fundamental phase will lead contents back to a rigorous scientific form and to an 
effective communicative format, improving the solidity of the contents but also adding the value 
of a language purposely adapted to the two-level structure of the content. The e-learning platform 
will thus deliver different didactic paths: a general level for students and a specialized one for 
teachers.  
From this viewpoint, the tested system could be expanded in its contents and targets and it is our 
hope that it could also be proposed as a national service for a great number of teachers and 
classrooms.  
We also do not exclude that at the end of the experimentation some didactic products will 
become permanent instruments for scientific information on the web addressed to a wider 
audience than the scholastic one. For this purpose, it is fundamental to be quick to perceive the 
signs coming from various directions and bringing up new possibilities and ideas. 
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